Year 6 Interactive Homework Planner: Autumn 2
At Broad Heath, we want children to be active learners who become great thinkers, super readers, fantastic writers, are kind, considerate but most all are inspired
to learn. By working together, we can make this school year a very positive and successful inspirational experience for both you and your child.
The children need to choose at least one activity per week to complete for their homework. Their homework must be returned to school by Wednesday.
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Mathematics Week 1:
Create your own Black Death
Write a comparison
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Conduct a fair test with
Write a sonnet about
/ English
inspired Maths Game.
between a child who
Decimal and percentages your family. Which
something which is
E.g. worksheet, game,
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challenge.
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Week 1:
Research the History of the
Black Death – present your
findings in any way you
wish.
http://broughttolife.sciencem
useum.org.uk/broughttolife/t
hemes/diseases/black_death

(In previous years children have
created tea-stained scrolls and
write a timeline in medieval
font)

Week 2:
Create a 3-dimensional
heart model representing
how oxygenated blood
travels to and away
from the heart.

Week 3:
Use your imagination to
create a modern day
potion to cure the Black
Death. Write a potion
brief. What is the
purpose? What
ingredients have you
used and why?

Week 4:
Look at this website
http://ks3historygames.
co.uk/the-black-deathks3-history/ and have a
go at one of the
activities.
The link will be on the
blog.

Week 5:
Use your sewing skills
from D&T this half term
to stitch an object which
reflects your learning
during your time in year
6.
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addition to your weekly homework, children will also be expected to:
Read your reading book daily and complete journal activities.
Practise spellings with definitions/sentences in homework books.
Complete Mathletics task set by your teachers.
Complete the Education City/spag.com or Learning by Questions challenge set by your teachers.
Contribute to every personal class blog and the BV blog
At least one TTRS challenges set by your teacher.
Maths & Reading challenges MUST be completed throughout the half term. (Challenge section via the blog)

